Abstract The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) organizes the classification of viruses into taxa, but is not responsible for the nomenclature for taxa members. International experts groups, such as the ICTV Study Groups, recommend the classification and naming of viruses and their strains, variants, and isolates. The ICTV Filoviridae Study Group has recently introduced an updated classification and nomenclature for filoviruses. Subsequently, and together with numerous other filovirus experts, a consistent nomenclature for their natural genetic variants and isolates was developed that aims at simplifying the retrieval of sequence data from electronic databases. This is a first important step toward a viral genome annotation standard as sought by the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Here, this work is extended to include filoviruses obtained in the laboratory by artificial selection through passage in laboratory hosts.
genetic variant naming (\virus name[ \isolation hostsuffix[/\country of sampling[/\year of sampling[/ \genetic variant designation[-\isolate designation[) is retained, but it is proposed to adapt the type of information added to each field for laboratory animal-adapted variants. For instance, the full-length designation of an Ebola virus Mayinga variant adapted at the State Research Center for Virology and Biotechnology ''Vector'' to cause disease in guinea pigs after seven passages would be akin to ''Ebola virus VECTOR/C.porcellus-lab/COD/1976/Mayinga-GPA-P7''. As was proposed for the names of natural filovirus variants, we suggest using the full-length designation in databases, as well as in the method section of publications. Shortened designations (such as ''EBOV VECTOR/C.por/ COD/76/May-GPA-P7'') and abbreviations (such as ''EBOV/May-GPA-P7'') could be used in the remainder of the text depending on how critical it is to convey information contained in the full-length name. ''EBOV'' would suffice if only one EBOV strain/variant/isolate is addressed.
Introduction
Modern molecular virology, medical countermeasure development, and epidemiology are increasingly dependent on electronic databases that make exponentially increasing datasets, such as genomic sequence information, accessible and easy to interpret. Efforts to improve databases such as GenBank or efforts to develop novel databases (which in turn often are dependent on GenBank information) are often hindered due to lack of standardized nomenclature and classification systems for particular datasets. This is especially true for virology. The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV, http://www.ictvonline.org) was tasked by the International Union of Microbiological Societies (IUMS) to make decisions on matters of virus classification and nomenclature for increased efficiency and consistency in the assignment of individual viruses to taxa (orders, families, subfamilies, genera, and species). However, the ICTV is currently not responsible for the nomenclature of viruses and their strains, variants, and isolates. This task is usually designated to the ICTV Study Groups, which serve as advisory committees. Fauquet observed correctly that it ''is de facto accepted by the virologists that there is no homogeneity in the demarcation criteria, nomenclature and classification below the species level, and each specialty group is establishing an appropriate system for its respective family'' [9] . Unfortunately, this also means that the naming of viruses and of their strains, variants, and isolates is more or less arbitrary and differs for viruses of one family to those of another. Recently, several ICTV Study Groups and other experts, including those of the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), have begun to develop more consistent naming schemes for virus strains, variants, and isolates in anticipation of increased submissions of population genomic sequences of viruses to databases resulting from increased availability of deep-sequencing technologies. The most notable naming scheme was developed by the Rotavirus Classification Working Group (RCWG) for rotaviruses in conjunction with the development of a new electronic database [30] . Members of the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group and many other filovirus experts have adopted most of the RCWG's suggestions and have recently published a similar scheme for natural (aka, wildtype or naturally-occurring) filoviruses [25] . Here, it is proposed to expand this naming scheme to filoviruses generated by artificial selection through serial passages in laboratory hosts.
Summary of nomenclature below the species level for natural filoviruses
The current, ICTV-accepted, taxonomy for filoviruses is summarized in Table 1 [1, 23, 24] . In terms of natural filoviruses, it was agreed that the term ''strain'' is currently not applicable [25] . Natural filovirus variants were defined as follows:
''A natural genetic filovirus variant is a natural filovirus that differs in its genomic consensus sequence from that of a reference filovirus (the type virus of a particular filovirus species) by B10% but is not identical to the reference filovirus and does not cause an observable different phenotype of disease (filovirus strains would be genetic filovirus variants, but most genetic filovirus variants would not be filovirus strains if a strain definition would be brought forward)'' [25] .
The definition for natural filovirus isolates is:
''A natural filovirus isolate is an instance of a particular natural filovirus or of a particular genetic variant. Isolates can be identical or slightly different in consensus or individual sequence from each other'' [25] .
Templates were proposed for naming individual natural filovirus variants and isolates for a) Materials and Methods sections of manuscripts (full-length designations); b) alignment and phylogram figures (shortened designations); and c) flow-text (abbreviations) [25] . These templates are generally organized in the order \virus name[\isolation host-suffix[/\country of sampling[/\year of sampling[/ \genetic variant designation[-\isolate designation[. Suffixes were proposed to be used for natural filoviruses sequenced directly from the matrix of the initially infected organism in the absence of in vitro propagation (''-wt''), for filoviruses sequenced from cell or tissue cultures (''-tc''), for filoviruses sequenced only partially (''-frag''), or for unsequenced filoviruses not available for study anymore due to loss or destruction (''-hist'').
Nomenclature below the species level for laboratory filoviruses
There are several non-natural filoviruses. For instance, Marburg virus (MARV), Ravn virus (RAVV), and Ebola virus (EBOV) have been passaged through adult rodents, such as laboratory mice and guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus Linnaeus, 1758), which do not develop disease upon exposure to natural (wild-type) filoviruses and which are not known to be infected by filoviruses in nature. Serial passaging in these rodents, however, culminated in filoviruses that cause disease and death (for studies on adaptation see, for instance, [2, 5-8, 11-18, 20-22, 26-29, 31-39, 41, 42] ), and recent studies correlated this evolution with specific changes in the genomes of these viruses [3, 28, 29, 39, 40] . Artificial selection results in filovirus laboratory variants that need to be distinguished from naturally occurring variants. Since natural filoviruses do not cause disease in standard adult laboratory rodents, rodent-adapted virus variants that do cause disease are clearly phenotypically different and therefore warrant designation as laboratory strains (for a more thorough discussion on the term ''strain'' see [25] ), whereas those that do not cause disease but are characterized by genomic mutations brought on by artificial selection should be classified as laboratory variants.
Definition of ''filovirus laboratory strain'':
A filovirus laboratory strain is a genetically stable filovirus laboratory variant that evolved via artificial selection through serial passaging of a natural filovirus and causes disease in an animal that does not develop disease upon infection with the natural (wild-type) virus. The extent of genomic sequence variation is irrelevant for the classification of a variant as a strain. ''Genetically stable'' means that a genomic area associated with strain characteristics needs to be maintained by the virus over several rounds of replication in the laboratory host, rather than being a random mutation that occurs and disappears over time.
The definitions for filovirus laboratory variants and isolates follow those proposed for natural filoviruses:
Definition of ''filovirus laboratory variant'': A filovirus laboratory variant is a mutant natural genetic filovirus variant that a) evolved through serial passaging of a reference filovirus in a laboratory host; b) is B10% different but is not identical in sequence with the natural reference filovirus; and c) does not necessarily differ from the natural reference filovirus in infection phenotype.
Definition of ''filovirus laboratory isolate'':
A filovirus laboratory isolate is an instance of a particular filovirus laboratory strain or variant. Isolates can be identical or slightly different in consensus or individual sequence from each other.
We propose to designate full-length and shortened designations and abbreviations for filovirus laboratory strains/ variants/isolates according to the templates published for natural filovirus variants/isolates [25] . The suffix field should be ''-lab'' (for ''laboratory-adapted'') or a combination of ''-lab'' and other prefixes established in [25] if necessary (for instance, ''-lab_hist'', ''-lab_seq''): • the virus name should be given in full, as outlined recently [23, 24] . For instance: ''Marburg virus,'' ''Ebola virus,'' ''Sudan virus'' • the strain field should contain the abbreviation of the institute at which the strain was developed (Table 2) • the isolation host should be provided in one word in the format ''First letter of genus name.full name of species descriptor'' of the laboratory host, but remain unitalicized to denote the fact that the virus was isolated from an entity and not from a taxon [4] . For instance: ''C.porcellus'' (member of the species Cavia porcellus). Laboratory mice and some other laboratory animals • the virus name abbreviation should be accepted by the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group, as outlined recently [23, 24] . For instance: ''MARV,'' ''EBOV,'' ''SUDV'' • the strain field should contain the abbreviation of the institute at which the strain was developed (Table 2) • the isolation host should be provided in a four-letter format ''First letter of genus name.first three letters of species descriptor'' of the laboratory host. For instance: ''C.por'' (member of the species Cavia porcellus). • the virus abbreviation should be one accepted by the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group, as outlined recently [23, 24] . For instance: ''MARV,'' ''EBOV,'' ''SUDV'' • the genetic variant designation-isolate designation should contain the same information as provided in the field for the natural (wild-type) virus connected by a hyphen to an isolate abbreviation, e.g. ''May-GPA-P7''
Example for abbreviation in the text of a manuscript: ''EBOV/May-GPA-P7'' (if other isolates of the same genetic strain/variant/isolate are addressed in the same article); or simply EBOV (if the article only addresses work with one particular genetic strain/variant/isolate).
Usage of designations
As outlined in [25] , we recommend that the full-length isolate designations always be used once in the Materials and Methods section of manuscripts. As for natural filoviruses, we recommend using only the virus abbreviation in the remainder of the manuscript text (in the example above: ''EBOV'') after proper introduction. Abbreviated designations should be used if several variants or isolates of one filovirus are addressed. For instance:
''Here we demonstrate that infection of guinea pigs with EBOV/May-GPA-P7 protects from subsequent infection with EBOV/May-8ms-N4''.
Creating new designations
Ideally, it is up to the investigators who developed a novel laboratory filovirus to create an appropriate isolate designation according to the scheme proposed here. A framework for creating such designations is presented in [25] .
